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ADSCO PVC COATED CABLE RINGS
Adsco PVC coated cable rings have gained recognition and acceptance for their superior ability to suspend aerial
cables.  They are available in all sizes and styles including Adsco’s exclusive PVC coated ring and saddle
combination.

ADVANTAGES OF ADSCO PVC COATED RINGS

1. Adsco’s high dielectric grade PVC Plastisol is applied on 100% of the cable
ring surface to make Adsco rings totally insulated and sparkproof.  The heavy
80 mil coating has a dielectric break downstrength of 400 volts per mil.  For
long term protection, the PVC coating is also flame resistant and UV
stabilized.

2. The slippage and movement of the cable rings after installation is virtually
eliminated due to the molding action of the PVC coating to the individual
strands of the messenger in the attachment section of the cable ring.  This
improved attachment with less movement assures the uniform spacing of
rings which provides a safer cable support system.

3. Coated cable rings, especially in the medium and long style, are much easier
to handle and install which reduces the time and expense of aerial cable
projects.

4. Adsco’s 80 mil PVC coating provides an advanced level of protection in
highly corrosive environments. The dark gray, abrasion resistant grade PVC
is tough, durable and extremely resistant to corrosion.

ADSCO SADDLES

Adsco saddles are designed to improve safety by
providing a wider load bearing area in the carrier
section of the cable ring.  This extra support and
protection is especially important when running
heavy cables or multiple cables.  Saddles install
easily on any size or style of cable ring.  They are
strong, lightweight and feature an integral locking
system that provides a secure attachment of the
saddle to the cable ring.  For maximum corrosion
resistance, Adsco saddles are manufactured from
aluminum, brass, bronze or Type 316 stainless steel.
Completely assembled ring and saddle units are also
available for added convenience and faster
installation time.  For the highest level of safety and
protection, assembled ring and saddle units can be
totally insulated with 80 mils of durable, high quality
PVC Plastisol.

RING QUANTITY APPROX. QUANTITY APPROX. QUANTITY APPROX. QUANTITY APPROX.
SADDLE PER WEIGHT PER WEIGHT PER WEIGHT PER WEIGHT

SIZE BOX PER BOX BOX PER BOX BOX PER BOX BOX PER BOX
1-1/2" 250 8lb 250 25lb 250 25lb 250 18lb

2" 250 9lb 250 27lb 250 26lb 250 19lb
2-1/2" 250 10lb 250 31lb 250 30lb 250 22lb

3" 100 6lb 100 17lb 100 17lb 100 12lb
3-1/2" 100 6lb 100 19lb 100 18lb 100 13lb

4" 100 7lb 100 20lb 100 19lb 100 14lb
4-1/2" 100 7lb 100 21lb 100 20lb 100 15lb

5" 100 7lb 100 23lb 100 22lb 100 16lb
6" 100 9lb 100 27lb 100 100

ADSCO SADDLES FOR STANDARD AND LONG STYLE ADSCO CABLE RINGS

ALUMINUM BRASS BRONZE STAINLESS STEEL


